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From procedural to complex rationality,
Relations observed system and observing system

ANNE ISLA*  

Abstract. - Procedural rationality and substantive rationality call for two different approaches in terms of methodology and epistemology. While in the first case, the question of interest is “what is it made of?” The appropriate methodology is analytic and the epistemology, positivist. In the second case, the question will be “what does it make, and why? ” the methodology complex and the epistemology, constructivist. The object of study will be different in both cases. The choice of a methodology also reflects a different view of uncertainty. As a consequence, it is impossible to use simultaneously the two rationality concepts and to study the behavior of an economic agent. How can we then classify the economical theories according to either one of the rationality concept and reasoning approach (complex or analytic) ? The Economics of Convention School, developed in France, offers a conceptual framework consistent with a complex approach. It still has to adhere to that complex approach in a more total way, by assuming the economist observer’s projects and aims.

Classification codes: BOO-B19-B4-B41-N01

-----------------------

INTRODUCTION

The issue of rationality sends back to the choice of a methodology, and more particularly, to the shift from an analytical methodology to a complex one. Yet, this shift modifies the object of study of the economic sciences. Indeed, it is difficult to change the methodology basis without changing the object of study. It would equally be difficult to complement a market study with an analysis based on the concept of organization, without modifying the methodology principles. The choice of a methodology, either substantive rationality or procedural rationality, will determine the position of the researcher. This latter will be either inside or outside the organization, and will adopt a reasoning approach in terms of either internal market or external.

The shift from substantive rationality to procedural rationality can be done through the connected notions of uncertainty, including probabilistic uncertainty and radical uncertainty. The use of procedural rationality and the related concept of radical
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uncertainty refers, to a certain extent, to some of the radical methodology's principles (R. Descartes), which are replaced with those of the complex methodology (J.L. Le Moigne and E. Morin among others). This process represents the first step into complexity. The second step is expressed by the interiorization of the observer in the analysis. In other words, the observer becomes responsible of his intentions and projects. This rationality will be qualified as a complex one.

To demonstrate that the complex approach does not bring "something more" but "something else" to the economic analysis, it is first necessary to review the two commonly known forms of rationality (O. Favereau 1989a): substantive rationality and procedural rationality. We will analyze them as complementary concepts, instead of opposite ones as it is still often done. The concept of uncertainty will also bring another insight to rationality and help us in our demonstration. If we oppose these two forms of rationality, we may end with aporia. It is possible to come up with very sophisticated refinements of the substantive rationality and of the procedural rationality. However, they do not call for the same measurement and do not raise the same problem.

Our demonstration follows four steps. First, the shift from substantive rationality to procedural rationality is shown by using the concept of uncertainty. The concept of substantive rationality is operational under the hypothesis of probabilistic uncertainty. Second, we will make the concept of procedural rationality operational by supposing radical uncertainty. Third, these two concepts are considered to be irreducible as a consequence of the use of the uncertainty hypothesis. Reasoning with procedural rationality represents then the first step towards complexity. Fourth, the next step consists in clarifying the relation between the observing system and the observed system.

1. FROM SUBSTANTIVE RATIONALITY TO PROCEDURAL RATIONALITY

The principle of rationality consists in searching to realize an objective by using the available means in the best way possible. In the standard and increased standard theories1, this principle is generally considered to equivalent to optimizing an objective function (utility, profit, cost) with respect to the agent's stock of information and endowments. The chosen methodology of substantive rationality appears through the formalization of the homo oeconomicus' behaviour. In the paradigm of substantive rationality, the economic agents are considered to behave individually and under full rationality in most cases (no context, complete information). Links between agents exist only through trade and markets. An economic agent is equivalent to a "black box". Under these hypotheses, the internal environment of the individual is not important to understand the external environment and the appropriateness of both environments. Under substantive rationality, the decision making process comes to searching for the "best possible" expected outcomes. The rationality judgement focuses only on the decision, that is the choice is made among pre-existing options (O. Favereau, 1989b, O. Favereau 1997).

Now, let us review how the paradigm of substantive rationality has been refined in the history of the economic literature.

Analyses based on mathematical modeling does not consider an agent's real behaviour. An agent solves a problem by assigning a probability of success (mathematical expectation) and by choosing the more or less risky scenario. The analysis rather tries to formalize the most rational action plans. The approach is here normative, based on the definition of "what

---

1 We distinguish different categories of standard theories, from increased standard to non standard theories, proposed by O. Favereau (1989a). What distinguishes standard theories from increased standard theories is the internalization by the second of the organizational forms into the substantive rationality's framework. What distinguishes increased standard theories from non-standard theories is the analysis by the second of organizations and rules under the bounded rationality's hypothesis.
must be”, rather than descriptive and trying to describe “what it is” (A. Weinberg 1995, for instance). Such an approach allows for the elimination of the dominated strategies, that are strategies which yield to the agent, independently from the other players’ decision, a profit lower than the one he can get by adopting another strategy. Nevertheless, if all the players choose dominating strategies, one may end with Pareto underoptimal situations. This outcome is illustrated by the prisoner’s dilemma. To overcome this problem, J.F. Nash proposed, in 1951, a strategy selection criterion, which is stricter than the one based on a simple elimination of some dominant strategies. Nash equilibrium is a combination of strategies chosen in such a way that each player’s strategy corresponds to an optimal choice given the other players’ strategies.

The concept of Nash equilibrium does not, however, give us any information about the decision making process, that is the procedure adopted by each one of the players to end with the optimal choice given the other players’ decisions. Nash’s objective was not to understand how players take their decisions to reach the equilibrium situation. The Nash equilibrium only indicates that once the combination of equilibrium strategies is reached, no player has an interest in choosing another strategy. The problem of multiple equilibrium is still not resolved.

Several extensions of the Nash equilibrium have been proposed, principally by repeating the game, by introducing incomplete or imperfect information, that is uncertainty. One can quote the elaboration of notions of perfect equilibrium and of correlated equilibrium in sub-games. Still, the notion of Nash equilibrium does not say anything about the agent’s reasoning process, which leads to the outcome. Some theoreticians have then suggested the concept of rationalizable strategy. Let us briefly remind in more details the three extensions of the Nash equilibrium mentioned above.

1 – The solution to the problem of multiple equilibrium can be found by using the notion of perfect equilibrium in sub-games. The game is repeated. The action of a player depends upon what the other players have done on the precedent move. The backward induction allows to draw an unique outcome. Every player is able to evaluate the effect of his decision of the other players' future actions, by assuming their possible decisions and payoffs, and perfect rationality. The problem of backward induction is that it exceeds the agents’ reasoning capacity when the situation implies a number of decisions and sequences too important.

The notion of perfect equilibrium in sub-games helps, however, to see how players interact with each other. To characterize rationality in a situation with interactions, we can use the concept of crossed anticipations (cf. B. Munier and A. Orlean 1993, p20). The determination of the equilibrium point, resulting from interactions of players, depends on how players’ anticipations are developed. The collective action requires that each one of the participant recognizes to a certain extent the other players’ intention. This approach has led to a narrow and strong notion of common knowledge. An event is a common knowledge for a group of individuals if all know about it, if all know that all know about it, if all know that all know that all know about it… It’s a mutual knowing of infinite order (D.K. Lewis 1969). Every player behaves rationally (he is searching for the maximum payoff) and all other players know it. Therefore, each player is aware of the other’s strategies and characteristics, of the outcomes resulting from all of the possible combinations of these strategies, and of the individual payoffs associated to each outcome. In other words, the information is perfect.

The theory of games with imperfect information offers a second approach to common knowledge, where players are unaware of the effective values attached to some characteristics of their partners, although they know all of the possible values. There is common knowledge about the set of all possible eventualities only. A player’s beliefs are expressed in terms of probabilities.

In games with incomplete information, J. Harsanyi (1967) suggested the preliminary construction of the notion of “type” in order to organize a player’s beliefs into hierarchical classes. Games with incomplete information can then be reduced to games with complete
but imperfect information\textsuperscript{2}. For this, Harsanyi supposes the existence of a fictive player, called “Nature”, whose unique activity consists in attributing a type, that is a set of characteristics, to each one of the players. The other players are unaware of these characteristics, but are aware of all possible types (incomplete information).

2 – A second extension of the Nash equilibrium is proposed through the notion of correlated equilibrium. Players choose, based on random events, a combination of strategies constituting Nash multiple equilibrium. The correlated equilibrium allows to predict a possible outcome to the game given that players communicate before their decision choice, but it does not help to understand how players select the random events used to coordinate their decisions. The decision making process is not explained. Game theorists have given little attention to this aspect of equilibrium selection.

In response to this issue, T. Schelling (1960) showed that by accessing to contextual data, agents may be able to select a particular equilibrium and coordinate their decisions. By referring to cognitive salience, Schelling argued that precedence is one possible way to come out with focal points. Strategies are in this case conditional onto exogenous random events and not onto the other players. We are talking here about “situated rationality” and, consequently, about a less radical common knowledge. However, one can still build an exhaustive list of all possible events. To make the rationality of beliefs and the arbitrariness of conventions compatible, theorists often call for the concept of self-fulfilling prophecy\textsuperscript{3} (R. Guesnerie 1989, P.A. Chiappori 1994).

3 – A third approach consists in studying the process of convergence based on a priori defined individual rationality. This comes to establishing some reactions’ correspondence, or in other words, to defining the concept of rationalizable strategies, or the rules of rationality adapted to different contexts. A strategy will be rationalizable if it is optimal for beliefs, which are consistence with rationality being common knowledge (B.D. Bernhein 1984). There even exists an algorithm to derive rationalizable strategies\textsuperscript{4}. In most cases, almost all of the combinations of strategies - if it is not all – are rationalizable, but this approach usually leads to too many solutions (B. Guerrien 1997, p81). We have to make two new hypotheses : first, the beliefs must be correct, that is at the time when a player chooses his strategy, he has to foresee what the other players will do. If we do not obtain any solution, we can widen the set of choices by supposing that players can play mixed strategies. If we obtain several solutions, we will have to look for more restrictive solution concepts with the help of the notion of perfect equilibria in sub-games.

In these models, besides the huge calculus capacity, which is sometimes asked to the agent, we also assume that the agent can be faced with a set of alternatives. These alternatives are either certain, risky or uncertain (but in this case, the uncertainty is measurable), and the rational choice is totally determined by the player’s environmental constraints.

\textsuperscript{2} Perfect information : successive games ; imperfect information : some moves are simultaneous.

\textsuperscript{3} Self-fulfilling prophecy is a class of representations, which are self-achieved as soon as th agents unanimously accept them. The archetype of the phenomenon is the equilibrium of sunspots. Regardless of the “reality” of the phenomenon, agents only need to believe in the influence of sunspots on their economic life, for their beliefs to be confirmed by their action.

\textsuperscript{4} In games with normal forms, the rationalizability consists in eliminating by iterations the strictly lower strategies. The set of solutions contains Nash equilibria. In games with more complex forms, it is possible to make a selection among the Nash equilibria (G. Demange and J.P. Ponsard 1994, p 229). In these games, the player chooses one among several of the solutions. The process is as follows: if E is strong, he sends every time because the effect of \( m \) is a capitulation of R. R knows that. Therefore, if he observes \( m \), he will conclude that E is weak and he will fight. E knows that, and if he turns out to be weak, he will send \( \underline{m} \). The rationalizable outcome is: E send every time \( m \), R will capitulate if he observes \( \underline{m} \) and will fight if he observes \( m \) (idem p232).
A different approach of substantive rationality is suggested by the evolutionary game theory, in which individuals and strategies are just one, probabilities are replaced by frequencies, and the player’s behaviour is determined (by genes…). The aim of “evolutionists” is to draw a more realistic approach compared to the neo-classical approaches discussed previously, thought they refer to the same methodological individualism principle. “For the purposes of economic science, however, the model of rational self-interest individual has serious limitations (…) A realistic and scientific appraisal of human nature (and the degree and nature of self interest manifested therein) is an appraisal supportable by reference to the biological and cultural determinants of contemporary human behaviour and the evolutionary forces that have shaped those determinants” S.G. Winter (1994, pp 616-617). This bounded rationality hypothesis justifies the adoption of routine behaviours.

Uncertainty in evolutionary games can yet be measurable (non-radical) as individual judgements concern only utility. This theory never treats the issue of normal, just or conform behaviour, and there is no interpretation by the individuals (Orléan 1997). Human creativity and action still represent the weak parts of this theory (Delorme 1997). According to these authors, all these shortcomings are a consequence of the biologic context used to construct evolutionary games. To get interpretations, deliberations, or decision making processes, it is necessary to adjust the concept of rationality as it is interpreted by evolutionary games by adding new hypotheses about the learning process and the mechanism of trial and error.

To summarize, game theories focus on economic agents’ strategies, introduce uncertainty, incomplete and imperfect information. The derived models imply an environment described by mathematical expectations. Future outcomes are then probabilizable. The theory of evolutionary games wishes to underline the “emergence phenomena”, but then it is necessary to avoid the possibility to choose its agents.

Modeling is possible if all of the alternatives are known. In this approach, the reasoning model is analytic, and the optimality criterion is adapted to the different behaviours, independently of the cognitive subject. Optimality is indeed the only criterion used to study a behaviour’s rationality, while environment is considered as an exogenous constraint for the players. The environment cannot thus be considered as constructed. The conception of scientific knowledge refers, here, to positivism, and the analyses belongs to the substantive rationality approach.

2. THE RADICAL UNCERTAINTY IN PROCEDURAL RATIONALITY

The notion of procedural rationality was introduced by Simon. The realization of an aspiration level is substituted to the search of the maximum utility. At the difference of neo-classical models, where all the alternatives are evaluated before being chosen, the model developed by Simon includes a sequential evaluation procedure of the alternatives. The evaluation is conducted as new alternatives are discovered (H.A. Simon 1955, p 110). That’s how he introduced the notion of procedural rationality. A behaviour is substantially rational when it responds to a given objective and a system of constraints, whereas it is procedurally rational when it results from an appropriate deliberation process, and depends on this latter (H.A. Simon 1976, pp 130-131). In her analysis of Simon’s work, C. Quinet showed that a choice is rational because it is a result of deliberation. Only a choice left to fate would be irrational (1994 p 136). We would like better talk, as D. Dennett (1978 especially p 271) about intentionality instead of rationality, but we will not develop this distinction in this article. The work of B. Conein (1990, pp 313 and s) may interest those who are interested in this distinction.

5 About the substantive rationality notion, we can refer to H.A. Simon 1976, for instance p 131, and many other recent studies, such as the one by C. Quinet 1994 especially pp 154-155.

6 In her analysis of Simon’s work, C. Quinet showed that a choice is rational because it is a result of deliberation. Only a choice left to fate would be irrational (1994 p 136). We would like better talk, as D. Dennett (1978 especially p 271) about intentionality instead of rationality, but we will not develop this distinction in this article. The work of B. Conein (1990, pp 313 and s) may interest those who are interested in this distinction.
decisions and the process: one needs to construct the set of options (O. Favereau 1989b, 1997). Deliberation puts together some procedures, which help an agent to adapt his decision making process to his own cognitive limits. We can also add that deliberation contributes to variations of these limits. Relationships between the agents’ processes and their objectives are modified and constantly adapted. The way a problem is expressed becomes an integral part of the decision making process.

As C. Quinet says (originally from P. Mongin), procedural rationality emphasizes deliberation as an exercise of rationality, while optimization in neo-classical theories tends to reduce deliberation to an exercise of calculus.

The subjective, personal and close environment can become the key to rationality. R. Boyer and A. Orléan used this concept of rationality in their 1991 article. Contextual elements appear to be important for the logic of decision, and agreements among individuals (even if these agreements come to only trade exchanges) can only be reached within a common framework. In this case, economic activities, as other human activities, have to be considered to belong to an environment (cf. J. Dewey 1967, p83). The process of apprenticeship represents the realization of this environment and of the problematic situations resulting from agents’ interactions (M. Renault 1997, p36).

We should then emphasize the relationships which links recursively an individual to the collective levels (cf. J.P. Dupuy 1992, p 19).

In this context, characteristics of the individual internal environment is important to understand the adequacy between internal and external environments (cf. A. Pernin 1994). The concept of internal environment, which represents the whole set of hypotheses, affects in a very important way the decision making process, because it links decision rules to information collection rules, apprenticeship procedures and to psychological and psychosocial theories (O. Favereau 1989b).

The procedural rationality paradigm underlines the self-organization of the decision making process, that is the recursive relationships between decisions taken by agents and their decision making process, and in turn between the decision process and the consequences of the action.

Rationality is not evaluated according to the truth of its conclusions, but according to the quality of the procedure it uses. The procedural adjective underlines the constructed character of rationality within a process of non-stop apprenticeship.

Economic agents are given limited rationality, and since they do not have all the information, they have to look for the missing information and to create it.

The concept of limited rationality is sometimes ambiguous in the economic literature. Indeed, it can be part of the substantive rationality paradigm if we take into account only the complexity of its character (i.e. totally counted) and not the complexity of its environment. As it is underlined by O. Favereau (1997 p 49), the passage from rationality based on optimization to bounded rationality (in the full sense of the term) cannot be separated from the passage from substantive rationality (choice between the predetermined solutions) to procedural rationality (construction of the set of solutions).

Bounded rationality can be a modality of omniscient rationality which appears when information is not complete or is imperfect. It can also be analyzed within the framework of procedural rationality, whenever we consider the complexity of choices made by agents having limited capacity to treat information (H.A. Simon, 1976).

Those economic analyses linking network concepts to incentive models study the decision making process within organizations through the relationships among agents, firms,

---

7 For detailed analysis of the apprenticeship notion, refer to A. Isla 1999, p 12 and s.
9 Creating or researching information depends on whether one adopts or not a constructivist perspective.
10 Complexity in the meaning that unpredictable events may occur.
11 See, for instance, the work of M. Aoki.
and networks. These relationships are guided by an incentive model, where the final objective of an action is not considered and where everything is dictated by the environment. About the subject of the activities’ coordination, what happens inside the organization is not important to understand what happens outside the organization. We are then talking of the substantive rationality paradigm.

The French conventionalists suggest an economic approach which bases its analysis of the organization upon a procedural approach to rationality (cf. Revue Economique April 1989 and A. Orléan 1994). They propose to abandon the dualistic approach of trading society, opposing two pure models of regulation: one where individuals conform to the rational choice theory, and one where individuals follow norms dictated by the rest of the world (the exterior). In this framework, the objective of the economic analysis is slightly modified: what we are looking for is not to analyze a particular social forms, but instead, to understand how a collective logic is formed and which resources it has to use to become stable (A. Orléan 1994, p 16). Real life situations studied by the economist are, most of the time, composite situations where several coordination principles coexist. To analyze such composite situations, the conventionalists combine economic concepts and analyses proposed by the other sciences.

As it is suggested by F. Eymard-Duvernay (1999 p 4), rationality is formed by institutions. It is not an universal and natural competence. The institutions form the context of action, which influences the way decisions are made, by selecting and framing appropriate information, as it is shown by the cognitive scientists. Nevertheless, we should not fall into the holistic excess by dictating the elements their behaviour: institutions form the bases of actions but they are not some internalized determinants of behaviour (F. Eymard-Duvernay 1999). Organizations are at the basis of relational frameworks, which allow for the emergence of incomplete contracts.

The origin of this “heterodox trend” of political economy comes from the idea that a simple summation of private relationships is not enough to ensure a regular reproduction of the market economy. Economic agents evolve in a trading society, which implies the existence of distinct social relationships from competitive arbitration, to construct itself. The trading society needs conventions and rules to last.

The rules and conventions have several characteristics: they are more or less interpretable prescriptions and they represent the support for the apprenticeship and collective knowledge. The action and the convention are the construction of meanings. The convention cannot only be considered as a set of words put together.

Conventions are answers to the “how” questions and they are at the same time, models and tools. Consequently, there can be any mechanical conformity. Conventions need interpretation and let the uncertainty be. They widen the individual capacity and help agents to save on knowledge. Referring to conventions comes up to approaching scientific questioning in a complex way. As J.L. Le Moigne underlined it, when we model complexity, we do not look for the cause of the state in the environment, but for the understanding of agents’ behaviour in relation to some projects. Conventionalist view the decision making process as a recursive spiral of the deliberation process, which results in a decision. and of the result as a decision. This recursive spiral (as it appears in a complex approach) leaves enough room to radical uncertainty in the economic way of thinking.

Procedural rationality uses a complex methodology. That is the main reason why it seems difficult to refer to both concepts of rationality within the same framework and to consider that an economic agent can adopt either one to make his decision.

3 – THE IRREDUCIBILITY BETWEEN THE SUBSTANTIVE AND THE PROCEDURAL RATIONALITY

The object of economic analyses, which use substantive rationality, is the best choice among given options. A decision can be taken depending on the optimization criterion. It can

---

12 We reason in terms of « external market », to reuse an expression of O. Favereau, 1989-a.
also be taken based on procedural rationality focuses, whenever one focuses on the leading to choices, on the construction of possible options, and on the deliberation process. Deliberation is irreducible to a calculus because it partly invents the objects used. We have to understand a decision according to the study of the decision making process. The objective of economic analyses is not the same in both cases.

It seems difficult to choose the methodological position of substantive rationality and at the same time, to suppose that the economic agent may sometimes use procedural rationality. It seems, similarly, contradictory to think in terms of procedural rationality and to suppose that the agent could act in terms of substantive rationality. As we have just shown above, the two paradigms define the position of the researcher and, consequently, the object of study he is giving to himself. This does not happen with the economic agent (or his action). Those difficulties can be shown by taking a closer look at the uncertainty concept, which is used in both cases.

We will refer, here, to M. Kéchidi's study (1998) where he analyses Simon's propositions.

According to M. Kéchidi, the behaviours would be substantial in simple situations, but procedural in uncertain contexts.

The example chosen by M. Kéchidi is about road crossing: it is impossible to interpret driving rules at a classical crossroad. Those rules are deontic prescriptions. The behaviour becomes a routine or obeys to an imperative procedure (i.e. traffic lights: stop when it is red, slow when it is orange and pass when it is green...). It can be characterized by the fact that it does not get adapted. In other words, an agent is not allowed to adapt his behaviour in the middle of his action. A deontic rule has such a power of constraint upon the agents' behaviour that autonomy is restricted. Actually, a non-autonomous behaviour is predictable. We do know the components of such a behaviour, and. there is, in fact, only one behaviour, which is consonant with substantive directives.

In some types of road crossing, the agent has the possibility to keep driving around and around even in the presence of other drivers. Now, the agent can appreciate the situation; consequently, we are in the framework of procedural rationality (M. Kéchidi 1998, pp 437-438). "The action in the organization proceeds from procedural decisions and substantive decisions" (idem p 420), because some environments are simple, while other are complex and radically uncertain (idem p 419).

The M. Kéchidi's example ends in logical contradictions. We think that it is impossible to suppose that there can be, at the same time, situations without uncertainty and other with radical uncertainty. To deal with the concept of uncertainty, the researcher has two possibilities:

- In one case, he can set give different levels of uncertainty. He can, then, classify situations from the most certain (simple) to the most uncertain (complicated)— we will talk about probabilistic uncertainty (the one compatible with the methodological choice of substantive rationality) —. The observer must step back from his object of study and look for the causal relationships which govern reality. In these models, the economic agent evaluates the probability of each possible event to determine his choice. As we have seen before, he will use the principle of classical logic, depending on the more or less sophisticated hypotheses about rationality. If the researcher postulates substantive rationality, a complicated situation — that is a situation where information is incomplete or imperfect — will always be analyzed within the framework of the substantive rationality's paradigm, even if this latter is sophisticated (backward induction, common knowledge,...). Backward induction models can deal with those actions which take place in uncertain situations and which have been adapted, like the example presented by M. Kéchidi. There is absolutely no relationship between actions in M. Kéchidi's example and those which are adapted based on procedural rationality.

- In the other case, the researcher can postulate that uncertainty cannot be quantified, or radical. It is then, impossible to classify situations according to the fact that they are whether simple or complicated. Supposing that there is a possibility of radical
uncertainty, means supposing at the same time, that this type of uncertainty happens in every situation (cf. F. Knight 1921). In this case, simple situations can never be.

Indeed, every situation is uncertain (even those which first seem to be the simplest ones). Let us take an example in the saga of the king Olaf Haraldsson\textsuperscript{13}. The king of Norway and the king of Sweden were fighting over a tiny village. Since the village was not that important, they decided to draw lots for it, instead of starting a battle. The king of Sweden threw the dice and got a six. He was joyful as apparently the village now belonged to him. But the king of Norway threw the dice and got a six as well. The king of Sweden threw the dice again and got a six again. At that point, he told the king of Norway: “So you see, it’s not worth going on. You will not get another one.” And the king of Norway answered: “There is still a six on the dice and God, my Lord, can let it out once again”. He threw the dice and did it so strong that the dice broke, showing the six and the one, which gave him a seven.

This story shows that when we associate fate with probabilities, we are definitely restricted. When we throw a dice, saying that we can get 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6, is equivalent to have a correct abstract mathematic scheme, but it is not the complete reality. The reality is that we can get a seven. Fate is surprising because it is totally unpredictable (I. Ekeland 1991).

Mobilizing procedural rationality forbids to talk about “the rules of substantive decisions”.

Let us take another example, the article number 13 of the French constitution stipulates that the President signs the edict. According to M. Kéchidi, this rule is substantive. But in 1986, one problem the Constitution had not foreseen appeared. The signature of the edict is an obligation or a prerogative the President? When we reason in terms of procedural rationality, it is not the meaning of the rule, which induces its direct application. That is its application, which generates its meaning. In the philosophy of law, H.L.A. Hart talks about of the law opened texture\textsuperscript{14}.

The above list of possibilities is not exhaustive, because, the routine behaviour, which obeys to an imposed procedure, does not exclude the possibility of behaviour not in line.

If by his action, an individual, can takes part in the physical world, by his conscience, he can escape it. The repetitive character of a behaviour tends to hide this dimension, which can at any time introduce a change or a break in a system apparently dominated by causality (B. Paulrè 1995 p 502). B. Paulrè explained: by his thought and according to his level of conscience and his non-submission to habits or other alienation factors, an individual can free himself and keep his distance with the immediate contingencies. This has a meaning only if we admit that thought is not a continuation or a simple reproduction of the sensorimotor world. In fact, thought is a reconstruction, a set of interpretations of the world resting on generalities or a combination of possible events. The freedom and distance to contingencies an individual can have are made possible by the opening and the amplification a logical system may confers. That system eventually becomes a necessary condition for autonomy (B. Paulrè, 1995, p502). Many other authors share that point of view. For instance R. Vallée, who reminds us that, according to P. Vendryès, the living organism — by acquiring its autonomy from its environment and with regard to it — becomes able to enter into uncertain relationships with it. In the case of the human being, this last ability gives him the mental autonomy, which guarantees his free will (R. Vallée 1995 p 504).

In the framework of procedural rationality, we have to admit that the agent still has the possibility to act in a different way, and it is difficult (not to say impossible) to suppose that decisions do exist, which are totally determined by the environment. If it is case, one would have to admit that whenever an agent sits in and drives his car, he gets rid of his human nature to become an automaton, or a “trivial machine” in E. Morin’s words (1977). In the perspective of procedural rationality, we would rather say, “that determinism is not in Nature but in man’s mind” (J. Fourastié 1995 p 515). Moreover, there can be facts — belonging to

\textsuperscript{13} Sagas are historical stories written in Iceland around the XII th. century. Some of them are about the Kings of Norway. This story has been reused by I. Ekeland 1991, p 198.

internal or external environment — which escape the observer's attention and which can modify behaviour (alcohol, anger, impatience … at least in the example of driving behaviour on the road). That is what J.L. Le Moigne (1984 and 1990) calls the “agregativity precept”.

But, this consideration should not forbid us to choose a substantive rationality framework and to consider situations either simple or complicated, since the problem is not the deliberation but the choice among several predetermined occurrences. Only hybridization between the two positions seems largely questionable to us.

Let us sum up these two approaches in Table 1.

| Table 1: scientific perspectives reattached to the substantive and procedural rationality compared. |
|-------------------------------|------------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------------|
| Objective of scientific practice | Judgement, objective observation, “pure” world of calculus and quantification | Subjective understanding, interpretation, construction, or reconstruction of reality |
| | What is it made of? Exhaustive enumeration closing the model | What does it make, and why? Open model |
| | Non-evolutionary perspective | Evolutionary perspective |
| Behaviour | Substantive rationality: The rationality judgement is about choice among predetermined options | Procedural rationality: The rationality judgement is about the construction of the set of possible options |
| | Given preferences | Structures of variable preferences |
| | Research of maximum utility | Realization of an aspiration level |
| | Solving the problem of multiple equilibrium | Several solutions can be approved |
| Coordination | The market (competition, general equilibrium, information by prices) | Organizations and institutions (experience, apprenticeship) |
| Uncertainty | Probabilistic | Radical |
| Observed system | Complete | Incomplete |
| Conception of scientific knowledge | Positivism | Constructivism |

4 – FROM PROCEDURAL TO COMPLEX RATIONALITY:
THE RELATION “OSERVING SYSTEM: OBSERVED SYSTEM”

If we refer to the main characteristics of procedural rationality, we can see that:
The economic agent cannot make a complete counting (limited rationality, precept of aggregation)
He is a part and acts in a whole. He is a part of the environment which has an impact upon his evolution (situated rationality, globalism precept).
The agent is guided by his own aims. His behaviour can not be, a priori, explained by his structure, that is by the simple juxtaposition of each element.
The structure does not totally determine the behaviour. Different agents may not take the same decision in the same situation (teleological precept).

We have already seen that it was a first step towards complex analysis, while the substantive rationality is linked to an analytical methodology. With procedural rationality, we are making a first step towards complexity, the second one being to integrate the observer in the modelling.

The table 2 reviews these two approaches.
Table 2: the compared analytical and complex scientific perspectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conception of scientific knowledge</th>
<th>Positivism</th>
<th>Constructivism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode of reasoning</td>
<td>Analytical</td>
<td>Complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Analytical methodology(^{15})</td>
<td>Complex system’s methodology(^{16})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1- The doubt precept. There is a substantial reality</td>
<td>1- The pertinent precept. Objective reality is not accessible. The researcher defines the object of his study in relation to his intention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2- The analytical precept. Possibility to fragment each object of analysis</td>
<td>2- The precept of aggregation. The researcher selects facts that seems relevant to him (as a complete counting is impossible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3- Synthesis precept.</td>
<td>3- Globalism precept. There is an active and a retroactive effect of the system with its environment(^{17})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4- The complete enumeration precept. We can make a complete counting</td>
<td>4- Teleological precept. The system is guided by its own aims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epistemology</td>
<td>Positivist epistemology</td>
<td>Constructivist epistemology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determinist and ontological hypotheses</td>
<td>Teleological (interpretation of phenomena in terms of behaviour correspondence and intentionality) and phenomenological (reality is not separated from perception) hypotheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analytical modelling’s principle and sufficient reason principle(^{18})</td>
<td>Systemical modelling’s principle and intelligent action principle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discovering reality</td>
<td>Construction of reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Objects’ modelling (basis unit of an economy: the individual agent)</td>
<td>Actions modelling (basis unit of an economy: the relation between the individual and his environment)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The procedural rationality paradigm emphasizes several characteristics of the economic agent: limited or bounded rationality, situated rationality, and teleological precept. With complex rationality — as we decided to name it here — the same characteristics are used for the observer (it is the pertinent precept). The observed system (complexity) is of the same nature as the observing system (intelligence): they both are an organization (J.L. Le Moigne 1999, p 29, and H. von Foerster 1988).

Reality can not be known from perception. The sight, as F. Varela or H. von Foerster described it, gives a good example of the importance of internal references. F. Varela shows that in reality, a great part of what we perceive comes from the visual cortex itself, from the very place where our own activity takes place. Our nervous system counts 100 millions of sensorial receptors, sensitive to changes in our external environment, and 10 000 billions of synapses, sensitive to changes in our internal environment (H. von Foerster 1988, particularly p 59). We are then much more sensitive to changes in our internal environment than to change in our external environment. The definition of what we see depends on our references and on our own experience of the “seeing” activity.

In the representation approach, we look at a the flower and we build an internal image of what the flower is. In the constructivist approach, we renounce to look at the brain with a well-defined information entrance. Therefore, we can not postulate a representation anymore, and we put in parenthesis the objectivity of world. Each observer creates his own world of signification.

\(^{15}\) Cf. R. Descartes, 1946 (1° ed. 1637), pp 64-66.


\(^{17}\) F. Varela 1989.

\(^{18}\) Equivalence between cause and effect. If A is the cause of B, then B can only be caused by A, and so A is the sufficient reason or the certain explication of B.
What we perceive from our senses is not the external world, but facts used to create an external world by ourselves. This happens by substituting “things we know” to “things we see”. This knowledge holds virtual powers. An individual projects an enclosure all around him, whose ends are only the reciprocal of his extended senses. It is the perception topology and in such a situation, topology embraces time (P. Valéry 1973 tome I-1193 and 1189, reused by J.C. Tabary 1994, p 292). As J.C. Tabary underlines it, the global result is a constructive reality which surrounds the individual and which is the field of his cognitive activity.

If we go back to economic analysis, we can say that there exists two levels of complexity. A first level when the analysis uses the procedural rationality model and a second one when it internalizes the observer into the study.

The first ideas of research in that direction were proposed, for instance, by R. Delorme 1995 in his study on the notion of characteristic modes of interaction between the State and the economy.

**CONCLUSION**

Economic action constantly reveals its complexity: irreversibility, progressive nature, uncertainty. The North American founders of pragmatism (C.S. Pierce, W. James or J. Dewey) used to say that the good way of thinking would be to reject the denial of complexities. Must the economic sciences have a complex gaze? Many authors think so (cf. R. Delorme, J.L. Le Moigne, among others).

If we define complexity by the fact that uncertainty of a certain type is taken into account — radical uncertainty which cannot be quantified — and if we show that procedural rationality is a first step towards complexity, then, we have to consider that substantial rationality and procedural rationality are two incommensurable notions, which belong to different epistemologic approaches and methodologies.

How do economic theories consider these rationality concept? Some theories use the procedural rationality concept but none internalizes the purpose of the observer’s analysis. According to R. Delorme (1995 p 4), “that no available theory is capable of articulating the diversity of institutional and organizational patterns of state-economy interactions whose existence is established by careful observation in otherwise market led economies”. Let us consider for instance a very classical and complex economic problem of efficient income distribution mechanisms, J.L. Le Moigne (2000) argues as follows: “Are we unable to cognitively take into account this empirical fact by arguing that no stable algorithm, which can determine the unpredictable form of the relationship between the GNP and the policy of revenue distribution exists? We know that, by trial and error, by means-end analysis, we can use our own reasoning process to search one step at a time. We cannot predict or pre-determine the “result” of the process (…), but we can describe the procedure, the “how we intend to behave” at each step and on the evolution of the behaviour of the system as whole”.

As such, studies conducted on complex rationality in economics — complex rationality viewed as procedural rationality to which we add the modeling of observer’s aims — can build the basis for a possible research program on constructivism and complexity.
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